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ABSTRACT – With the advent of the Web, the barrier-to-entry for

illicit activities like human trafficking, securities fraud and narcotics
has been lowered. Building advanced decision support systems
that help resource-strapped investigative agencies, such as law
enforcement, but also organizations like the Securities and
Exchange Commission, investigate and generate promising leads is
an important problem with potential for social impact. In this talk, I
will discuss an architecture called the Domain-specific Insight
Graphs (DIG) that allows non-technical domain experts like police
and fraud officers to construct personalized fine-grained search
engines, with no programming, over large raw corpora comprising
webpages, tables and documents. DIG uses advanced Artificial
Intelligence techniques to semi-automatically structure the corpus
into a knowledge graph, where nodes are entities and attributes,
and labeled edges express entity-entity and entity-attribute
relationships. The DIG search engine supports rich capabilities,
including facets, maps, timelines, images, and even dossier
generation. DIG is completely open-source and can be set up on a
laptop for arbitrary domains. Currently, it is being used by over 200
law enforcement to fight human trafficking in the US, and has
successfully been used in human trafficking prosecutions in the last
year. The architecture has since been used to support other
decision-centric applications such as geopolitical forecasting, event
mining, academic literature exploration and social media analysis.
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